
 
  

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

You can “Like me” on Facebook and 
“Connect” with me on LinkedIn at Thomas J. 
Wolf, CFP®.   

For those of you not using these social 
media services, you can go directly to my website 
at www.iplan4u.com 

For those of you we mail Monthly 
Updates to, we will include the most relevant of 
those items with the update. 
  

OUR RELATIONSHIP WITH YOU:   
 As we enter 2018 and much of the financial media is full of the record stock market performance, the 
rise of “bitcoin”, and the fear of rising interest rates, I wanted to take some time here to make you aware of 
several areas of focus for us that often goes on behind the distractions of the stock market. 
 SOCIAL SECURITY OPTIMIZATION – I subscribe to software that can answer the question of “when 
should I collect my Social Security?”  The “optimum” answer depends on several factors, some of the more 
significant include: 

1. The age difference between spouses 
2. Prior marriages of 10 years or longer 
3. The potential receipt of pension income from government or other employers that do not withhold 

Social Security 
4. Longevity prospects 
5. The amount and taxation on other sources of income 
6. The likelihood of future changes to the Social Security system to protect its ability to pay benefits to 

large number of aging baby boomers (like me!) 
 

Optimization in this program results in identifying the claiming scenario that results in the highest total amount 
of Social Security payments received prior to your individual or joint life expectancies.  The optimization 
provides an answer that we test against the overall retirement income plan to see if there are any other 
circumstances that may dictate a different strategy. 
 RETIREMENT INCOME PROJECTION – We have done literally hundreds of these long-term 
projections for clients over the years.  The Social Security optimization is incorporated and verified through the 
preparation of this projection.  We can review this projection with you, once the basic data is input, either face 
to face or online.  This allows for the entry of “what-if” information such as changing retirement dates, 
expenses, income, etc.  This projection also helps evaluate what assets should be spent first in order to make the 
investment portfolio last as long as possible.   
 INCOME TAX PROJECTION – 2018 IS HERE!  Just this week we received an update to our income 
tax projection software that incorporates what is known about the new tax law.  So far, I have been able to take 
a few simple tax cases where 2017 is very predictable and enter that as 2018 information.  The program allows 
me to “toggle” between the calculations for the old tax lax and the new tax law.  I am sure that we will get 
updates as time goes on, but in the cases I have done it results in lower taxes in 2018. 
 RISK TOLERANCE DISCUSSION – If the extreme market behavior is causing some anxiety, we have 
been using the same software that evaluates the risk of the asset “mix” that we created for your managed 
accounts to evaluate the volatility your 401k, 403b, and other personal brokerage accounts may experience in 
any one of over 50 historical market impacting events.  We will be making this more available through 
incorporation into our website in the near future.  You will be able to complete a “risk tolerance” questionnaire, 
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we can enter the asset symbols of what you own (individual stocks, bonds, mutual funds, ETFs, and virtually 
any other type of listed security) and provide a very clear picture for you as to the upside/downside risk your 
account may be subject to based on the historical price movements of your specific assets.     
 
CURRENT INVESTMENT THOUGHTS:   

I am updating the same chart from last quarter to show you the risk of evaluating the attractiveness of 
investing in the “index” reaching all-time highs while the components of the index are not collectively 
participating in the moves.  As I have indicated now for the last two quarters, the stock market high in March of 
2017 saw nearly 90% of the underlying stocks in the S&P100 Index trading above their long-term trend.  The 
index has continued to move to new highs since, but as of the January 11, 2018 data on the graph below, we 
have still not seen the underlying strength in the broader market seen last March.  The two technical indicators 
at the bottom of this chart reflect the current state we are in also.  Without getting too technical, they tend to 
indicate that the strength of the market upturn may have peaked.  I know, this is my “same old song” about risk 
but there is increasing “fundamental’ (not graphs and charts, i.e. technical) evidence that I believe dictates 
caution.   

 

 
 
As of this week, according to CNBC reporting, margin debt has reached all-time highs.  Reported in the 

Washington Post on January 4th: for the year 2017 through December 22, 2017, Boeing stock rose 95% 
contributing 960 points to the DOW gain of 4,991 points for the year.  Caterpillar was the second biggest 
contributor, accounting for 434 points of DOW gain of 4,991 points for the year. At the same time, DOW 
component, GE, was itself down 45% for the year but it only subtracted 1.9% in value from the DOW.  It is 



“funny” math, I know, but that is what is misleading about assessing overall market risk.  I also think this 
contributes to the “shock” factor when downturns occur when we least expect.  All that said, the stock market 
does not necessarily have to drop dramatically.  It could simply trend sideways for weeks, months, years to 
come until a “cheaper” alternative investment shows up.  During recent past market major “corrections” like 
1987, 2000-2001, 2007-2008, either the stock market itself or some other asset such as Treasury bonds offered 
an inexpensive alternative to the relative valuation existing before the drop. 

 As many of you know I am currently running retirement income projections using a 5% investment 
return and a 3% inflation rate on living expenses.  Your specific year-to-date performance will be seen in your 
quarterly reports. 

All of the research we subscribe to including price cycle information from the Charles Nenner Research 
Institute, fundamental research such as stock market price-to-sales, price-to-earnings, etc. from various internet 
sources, and the technical indicators provided by research sources such as TC2000, Stockcharts.com, and 
Market Technologies/Vantagepoint, also still point to relative over-valuation of stock market assets.   

The bottom line is that we remain cautious and expect that the likely near term up-side in the stock 
market is far outweighed by the size of a potential downturn.   

 
CONTINUING SEARCH FOR ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENT STRATEGIES: 
 While we are continually searching for non-traditional investment vehicles, we are NOT going to buy 
them unless they make sense and provide a clear opportunity that may be superior to traditional assets we 
normally use.  We will make you aware of any opportunities as they come up and as your suitability dictates. 
 
FINANCIAL  PLANNING -RETIREMENT RISKS: 
  Schedule a time with us and we can see how you are positioned to support your own retirement 
income needs.  We have used retirement income planning software for nearly 3 decades and it has been 
significantly improved to allow for a wide range of “what-if” cases. 
 
  As a reminder, please call the office and set up an appointment if you have not specifically reviewed 
your financial objectives with us within the last year.  This review can be done the same way we do the webinars if 
you prefer.  Also, a copy of the current TCFG ADV Disclosure document can be requested at any time. 
 
 
 
This newsletter is published by Thomas J. Wolf, an investment advisor affiliated with TCFG Investment Advisors, LLC, a federally Registered 
Investment Adviser, and is provided free of charge to his clients. Sources are identified for clarity and to give credit where it is in our opinion important 
to do so.  All other statements are to be considered the opinions of Thomas J. Wolf as derived from his various sources of information and his subsequent 
interpretation of that information.  Any stated or implied recommendations herein are of a general nature and clients should consult with Mr. Wolf for 
advice concerning their particular situation. The information contained in this newsletter should not be construed as tax, accounting or legal advice. 
Past performance is not indicative of future returns. 
 
In general the bond market is volatile, and fixed income securities carry interest rate risk.  Fixed income securities also carry inflation risk and credit and 
default risks.  Any fixed income security sold or redeemed prior to maturity may be subject to substantial gain or loss. 
Certain statements contained within are forward-looking statements including, but not limited to, statements that are predications of or indicate future 
events, trends, plans or objectives.  Undue reliance should not be placed on such statements because, by their nature, they are subject to known and 
unknown risk and uncertainties. 
 
The views expressed within are of Thomas J. Wolf, not TCFG, and should not be construed as investment advice.  All information is believed to be from 
reliable sources; however TCFG makes no representation as to its completeness or accuracy. 
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Advisory Services through TCFG Investment Advisors, LLC a Registered Investment Adviser 
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From the Grandkids: 
 
 The various “bugs” hit the families over the holidays, including “cold”, “flu”, and “pink-
eye”.  Fortunately, we all celebrated our traditional Christmas Eve at our house without much 
discomfort.   
 Grandpa had trains in the front window and around the tree which you can see in the 
picture.  This picture is our annual “get a group shot” before the Christmas Eve church service 
and before the kids get too distracted. 
 Not too long after this evening, the “families” had to “move on”, to celebrate with other 
Grandma and Grandpas in northern California and Los Angeles.  As in years past, we spend 
months during the year “collecting” presents for the grandkids, only to find out when Grandma 
wraps them up that we are out of “balance”.  I like that part, since we have to shop some more 
to even things out! 

 

 


